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ABSTRACT 
This study builds upon previous work aimed at developing a 
student model of reading comprehension ability within the 
intelligent tutoring system, iSTART. Currently, the system 
evaluates students’ self-explanation performance using a local, 
sentence-level algorithm and does not adapt content based on 
reading ability. The current study leverages natural language 
processing tools to build models of students’ comprehension 
ability from the linguistic properties of their self-explanations. 
Students (n = 126) interacted with iSTART across eight training 
sessions where they self-explained target sentences from complex 
science texts. Coh-Metrix was then used to calculate the linguistic 
properties of their aggregated self-explanations. The results of this 
study indicated that the linguistic indices were predictive of 
students’ reading comprehension ability, over and above the 
current system algorithms. These results suggest that natural 
language processing techniques can inform stealth assessments 
and ultimately improve student models within intelligent tutoring 
systems.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education] Computer-assisted 
instruction (CAI); I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing] Text 
analysis, discourse; J.5 [Computer Applications: Arts and 
Humanities]: Linguistics 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Languages, Theory 

Keywords 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Natural Language Processing, 
stealth assessment, corpus linguistics, reading comprehension 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) are designed to provide 
adaptive instruction and feedback to students based on their 
individual skills, levels of prior knowledge, and attitudes [1]. 
Typically, the focus of these systems lies in the adaptability of 
student feedback through automated assessments of student 
performance. However, many ITSs (particularly those focused on 
instruction in ill-defined domains) lack adaptive instruction and 
higher-level feedback, as it can be difficult to determine students’ 
ability levels without subjecting them to extensive pretest 
measures. 

One solution to this assessment problem lies in the use of natural 
language processing (NLP) techniques to assess the properties of 
students’ natural language input [2]. Increasingly large numbers 
of ITS developers have begun to incorporate NLP within their 
systems [3-5], as it affords ITSs the opportunity to quickly and 
accurately evaluate the quality and content of students’ responses 
[6-8]. Further, these evaluations allow systems to track students’ 
skill and knowledge development, and to integrate this 
information with system data to develop models of student 
learners [9]. 

NLP components have been successfully integrated into ITSs for 
the purposes of increasing interactivity and learning outcomes. 
For instance, the AutoTutor system simulates the dialogue moves 
of human tutors to help students learn Newtonian physics, 
computer literacy, and critical thinking topics [3,10-12]. In 
AutoTutor, animated agents engage students in a dialogue to help 
students generate explanations of the key concepts presented by 
the system. Animated agents provide feedback on natural 
language responses and then guide students to develop their 
answers more deeply [3]. ITSs that similarly utilize NLP to 
interact with users are Why2-Atlas, which tutors students on 
physics problems [13-14] and iSTART, which tutors students on 
reading comprehension strategies [15]. 

Prior research suggests that interactions with NLP-based tutoring 
systems lead to significant learning gains. Compared to non-
interactive learning tasks, such as reading textbooks or listening to 
lectures, these NLP-based ITSs provide greater performance gains 
across time [5,16]. Graesser, Jackson and colleagues (2003), for 
instance, investigated the benefits of the AutoTutor system in 
comparison to non-interactive tasks [17]. Three conditions were 
compared in this study: tutoring from AutoTutor, reading a 
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physics textbook, and a control condition with no educational 
content. The results indicated that students in the AutoTutor 
condition outperformed students in the other two conditions. 
Further, results revealed that the two non-AutoTutor conditions 
produced equivalent learning gains. This suggests that the non-
interactive reading task was equivalent to the absence of any sort 
of learning task. 

Despite these positive findings, NLP-based systems still have 
plenty of room for improvement. One shared difficulty lies in the 
ability of these systems to represent students’ knowledge and 
overall ability levels. ITSs typically assess students’ abilities by 
evaluating performance on individual items, such as math 
problems or the quality of students’ explanations of a particular 
concept. This is a beneficial form of assessment, as it allows 
systems to provide item-level feedback, as well as to adapt 
content. One problem, however, is that these assessments provide 
little indication of students’ prior abilities at a more global level. 
In order to provide the most beneficial instruction and feedback, 
ITSs should assess students’ ability levels on numerous 
dimensions. The current paper extends previous research that 
aimed to model students’ reading comprehension abilities in 
iSTART [18]. Here, we utilize an automated text analysis tool to 
model students’ reading comprehension skills through an analysis 
of the linguistic properties of their self-explanations. 

1.1 Stealth Assessments and Student Models 
ITSs are typically developed to rely on frequent assessments of 
users’ performance, affect, and skills as they progress through the 
system. Despite the importance of these measures, however, 
researchers and educators frequently debate the optimal frequency 
and timing of these assessments. On one hand, it has been 
suggested that system designers should try to avoid the persistent 
questioning of users, as these assessments can easily disrupt 
learners’ “flow” during training tasks [19]. On the other hand, it is 
difficult to ignore the fact that these assessments can drastically 
increase the effectiveness of ITSs, as they can lead to enhanced 
personalization and adaptability of the system’s feedback and 
instruction. As a result of this assessment problem, researchers 
and developers have been tasked with developing novel methods 
for collecting information about student users that do not 
consistently disrupt the learning task [19,20].  

One method that has been proposed in response to this issue is the 
development of “stealth” assessments [19,20]. Stealth assessments 
are “invisible” measures that are designed to collect student 
information (e.g., their level of engagement, current affect, 
cognitive skills, etc.) without subjecting learners to explicit tests. 
These covert measures are typically embedded within specific 
learning tasks and are, therefore, not able to be detected by the 
students [21]. Within ITSs, there is a wealth of information that 
can be easily collected and used to inform these stealth 
assessments. In-system log data (e.g., students’ clicks and system 
choices), for example, has been used to discretely measure 
students’ levels of engagement during various learning tasks [22]. 
Such data can include a wide variety of information, such as the 
choices students while interacting with the system or the 
characteristics of the natural language they generate within the 
system. 

An important and beneficial characteristic of stealth assessments 
is that they are not constrained like more traditional self-report 
measures that rely on students’ perceptions or memories of a 
particular learning task. Indeed, one concern that commonly arises 
from the use of traditional measures is that they may not fully or 

adequately capture their target construct [23]. Students may claim 
to have felt a certain emotion or learned a specific skill while 
engaged in the system; however, it has been well documented that 
students’ perceptions of their performance and their actual 
performance are often misaligned [23, 24]. Stealth assessments 
can “side step” this issue by specifically measuring the target 
behaviors as they occur naturally. Thus, because these measures 
capture actual behaviors during the learning process, they do not 
rely on the accuracy of students’ depictions of their own learning.  

Stealth assessments can take many forms (i.e., log data, accuracy, 
mouse movements, etc.), and can be used to measure a wide 
variety of constructs (i.e., behaviors, motivations, competency, 
etc.). Once developed, the greatest benefit of these assessments is 
that they can be used to inform student models. ITS developers 
frequently embed student models within their systems as a way to 
provide individualized instruction and feedback to students [25]. 
This personalization is driven by a continuously updated model 
that represents students’ knowledge and performance within the 
system.  

Once the system is able to reliably assess an individual student’s 
particular strengths and weaknesses, it can adapt in ways that will 
increase the efficiency of the training. As an example, consider 
the ITS iSTART, which provides students with instruction and 
training on self-explanation reading strategies. If a student within 
iSTART can be identified as having weak vocabulary skills, the 
system might initially assign texts with more familiar, concrete 
words compared to texts potentially assigned to student with 
stronger vocabulary knowledge. If an initially weaker student 
begins to demonstrate a stronger degree of vocabulary knowledge, 
however, the system can respond to this development and increase 
the difficulty of the words in the assigned texts.  

Importantly, stealth assessments provide a number of benefits 
over more traditional assessments of students’ performance. First, 
stealth assessments allow students to be continuously assessed 
without disrupting the learning process. This information then 
increases the opportunities for the system to adapt to students 
based on their specific pedagogical needs [26]. Additionally, 
stealth assessments are based on students’ natural behaviors while 
engaged with learning tasks. Thus, they do not rely on faulty, 
post-hoc measurements or self-reports of performance; rather they 
use information that was generated during training to serve as a 
proxy for students’ performance or affect. Overall, by covertly 
collecting a wealth of information about behaviors and skills, ITSs 
can provide a more direct and individualized experience to each 
learner without interrupting their learning paths. 

1.2 iSTART 
The Interactive Strategy Training for Active Reading and 
Thinking (iSTART) tutor is an ITS developed to train high school 
and college students on the use of reading comprehension 
strategies [15]. In particular, iSTART focuses on the instruction of 
self-explanation strategies, which have previously been shown to 
be beneficial for various high-level skills including problem 
solving, generating inferences, and deep comprehension of texts  
[27-28]. iSTART is divided into three training modules: 
introduction, demonstration, and practice. Within the introduction 
module, students are given a brief overview of the self-
explanation reading strategies and provided examples of these 
strategies. In the demonstration module, students watch as two 
pedagogical agents demonstrate how to apply the self-explanation 
strategies to complex science texts. Finally, in the practice 



 

 

module, students are provided with the opportunity to apply the 
strategies they have learned to new texts.  

The development of the iSTART tutor was based on previous 
research that had been conducted using a human-based self-
explanation training intervention called SERT (Self-Explanation 
Reading Training) [28]. The purpose of this intervention was to 
provide strategy instruction and training to students who struggled 
to comprehend complex texts. Previous research suggests that 
both SERT and iSTART are effective at improving students’ 
ability to comprehend difficult science texts [29]. 

Training in iSTART is separated into three modules (i.e., 
introduction, demonstration, and practice), which map onto three 
pedagogical principles – modeling, scaffolding, and fading 
instruction. In the introduction module, students are introduced to 
self-explanation strategies (comprehension monitoring, prediction, 
paraphrasing, elaboration, and bridging). These strategies are 
explained to students via a vicarious conversation between a 
teacher agent and two student agents. Throughout this exchange 
between the teacher and student agents, the self-explanations are 
described and examples of these strategies are provided.  

After interacting with the introduction module, students move on 
to the demonstration training module (see Figure 1 for a 
screenshot of this module). In this module, the student is able to 
see the various reading strategies applied to an example text by 
two animated agents (one teacher and one student). The student 
agent first applies the iSTART reading strategies to target 
sentences within the text. Then, the tutor agent provides feedback 
on the quality of the example self-explanation. The user is 
prompted to identify the specific strategy that was used in the 
example. The dialogue between the two agents serves to preview 
the interactions that will take place between the user and the 
iSTART system in the practice module.  

In the practice module, students are given the opportunity to apply 
the strategies to new texts. During the practice module, direct 
instruction is faded out and students are required to provide more 
information and interactions. Throughout practice, the teacher 
agent from demonstration serves as a ‘self-explanation coach’ by 
providing students with feedback on their self-explanations and 
prompting the use of other strategies.  

The practice module in iSTART is divided into two separate 
sections. The first practice module (initial practice) is housed 
within the initial two-hour training portion of iSTART. During 
initial practice, students apply strategies and receive feedback on 
their self-explanations using two different texts. The second 
practice module (i.e., extended practice) is designed to provide a 
long-term environment for strategy practice that can last for 
weeks or months. In this environment, students are asked to self-
explain target sentences within a variety of science texts. In the 
extended practice module, teachers have the opportunity to input 
and assign new texts for their students to practice. Thus, the 
iSTART assessment algorithm must be flexible so that it can 
evaluate self-explanations that have been produced for any text.  

1.2.1. iSTART Evaluation Algorithm 
iSTART utilizes a localized (i.e., sentence-level) evaluation 
algorithm that assesses the quality of individual self-explanations 
and allows the system to provide relevant feedback [4].  

Currently, the algorithm assesses self-explanations based on 
information from a relatively small window. This window 
includes the specified target sentence from the text that students 
self-explain and the surrounding sentences from the target 
passage. This algorithm assesses self-explanation quality using 
multiple word-based indices and latent semantic analysis (LSA) 
[30]. Lower-level information about the self-explanations is 
provided by the word-based indices, such as length and overlap in 
the content words. These measures help the system detect self-
explanations that are too short, too similar to the topic sentence, or 
irrelevant. LSA is then combined with these measures to provide a 
more holistic index of quality. This index provides information 
about the degree to which self-explanations include information 
from earlier in the text and from outside the text (i.e., prior world 
knowledge). 

iSTART utilizes the information from these word-based and LSA-
based indices to provide self-explanations a score from 0 to 3. A 
score of “0” indicates that a self-explanation is too short to 
accurately assess or that it contains irrelevant information. A score 
of “1” is assigned to self-explanations that are primarily related to 
the target sentence only. A score of “2” implies that a self-
explanation integrates information from the text beyond the target 
sentence. Finally, a score of “3” is associated with self-
explanations that incorporate outside information at the global 
level; thus, this self-explanation can include information that was 
not included in the text, or a self-explanation that focuses on 
overall themes that persist throughout the text. Previous research 
suggests that the iSTART algorithm can perform as accurately as 
humans and provides a general estimate for the amount of 
cognitive processing that was required to generate the self-
explanation [31]. 

1.3 iSTART-ME 
Research suggests that the initial and extended practice modules 
in iSTART lead to increases in students’ ability to self-explain 
and comprehend complex science texts  [32-33]. However, these 
studies also indicate that students frequently disengage from 
training, as the modules can easily become repetitive over time 
[34-35].  

Figure 1. Screenshot of iSTART demonstration module 



 

 

 

To address student disengagement, educational games and game-
based features were incorporated within the system to develop 
iSTART-ME (iSTART-Motivationally Enhanced). Within 
iSTART-ME, the three main modules of iSTART (i.e., 
introduction, demonstration, and practice) remain relatively 
unchanged. However, the extended practice module contains a 
selection menu that allows students to interact with both 
educational games and game-based features (see Figure 2 for a 
screenshot of the game-based selection menu). 

Throughout extended practice, students can earn iSTART points 
by interacting with three different types of generative practice: 
Coached Practice, Showdown, and Map Conquest. Coached 
Practice is the non-game-based method of self-explanation 
practice from the original version of iSTART. The two other 
practice methods, Showdown and Map Conquest, are game-based 
forms of generative practice that use the same NLP algorithm 
from Coached Practice. As students interact with any of these 
practice environments, they earn points within the system and, 
advance to higher achievement levels.  

The iSTART-ME interface contains additional game-based 
features; however, these features are not relevant to the current 
study (for a more detailed description of all these game-based 
features, see Jackson, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2010) [36]. 
Overall, the iSTART-ME system has been shown to increase 
student enjoyment and learning throughout strategy training [35].  

1.4 Current Study 
The purpose of the current study is to investigate the degree to 
which the linguistic properties of students’ self-explanations can 
inform stealth assessments of their reading comprehension 
abilities. Ideally, these assessments will serve to inform student 
models in the iSTART system and contribute to its adaptability in 
the form of more sophisticated scoring algorithms, feedback, and 
adaptive instruction. To this end, students’ self-explanations from 
the iSTART and iSTART-ME systems were collected. These 
individual, sentence-level self-explanations were then aggregated 
across each of the texts that were read and analyzed using Coh-
Metrix. Coh-Metrix is an automated text analysis tool that 
provides linguistic indices related to the lexical sophistication, 
syntactic complexity, and cohesion of texts. We used this tool in 
the current study so that we could examine relationships between 
students’ reading comprehension skills and the linguistic 
characteristics of their natural language input within iSTART. We 
hypothesized that these linguistic indices would be positively 
related to reading comprehension ability and, importantly, provide 

added predictive power over and above the current system 
information (i.e., the local NLP algorithm). 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Participants 
Participants were 126 high-school students from a mid-south 
urban environment. Of these students, 65 interacted with the 
iSTART-original system and 61 interacted with the iSTART-ME 
system. Because students in both conditions completed the same 
cognitive tasks and were assessed via the same algorithm, the 
current analyses are collapsed across both conditions. All students 
were monetarily compensated for their participation in this 
experiment. 

2.2 Procedure 
The current study was an 11-session experiment that consisted of 
a pretest, 8 training sessions, a posttest, and a delayed retention 
test. During the first session, students completed the pretest, 
which included measures of their reading comprehension skills, 
self-explanation ability, and affective states. Training occurred 
during the following eight sessions in which students engaged 
with the iSTART-original or iSTART-ME system. During session 
10, students completed a posttest, which comprised measures 
similar to the pretest. 

2.3 Reading Comprehension Assessment 
Students’ reading comprehension skills were measured using the 
Gates-MacGinitie (4th ed.) reading skill test (form S) level 10/12 
[37]. This assessment contained 48 multiple-choice questions that 
measured students’ ability to comprehend shallow and deep level 
information across 11 short text passages.  

2.4 Text Analyses 
The linguistic features of students’ aggregated self-explanations 
were calculated using Coh-Metrix. These features are discussed in 
greater detail below.  

2.4.1 Coh-Metrix 
To assess the linguistic properties of students’ aggregated self-
explanations, we utilized Coh-Metrix. Coh-Metrix is an 
automated text analysis tool that computes linguistic indices for 
both the lower- and higher-level aspects of texts [38]. These 
indices range from basic text properties to lexical, syntactic, and 
cohesive measures.  

Coh-Metrix calculates a number of basic linguistic indices, which 
provide simple counts of features in a given text. This category 
includes descriptive indices, such as the total number of words, 
parts of speech (e.g., nouns, verbs, etc.), and paragraphs in a given 
text. In addition, Coh-Metrix calculates the average length of 
words (average number of letters and syllables), sentences 
(average number of words per sentence), and paragraphs (average 
number of sentences per paragraph) within that text.  

The lexical indices calculated by Coh-Metrix describe the 
characteristics of the words that are found in a given text. 
Examples of these indices include lexical diversity (i.e., the 
degree to which the text contains unique words, rather than 
repetitive language), and the age of acquisition of the words (i.e., 
the age at which the words used in the text are typically acquired 
by children). 

Syntactic measures describe the complexity of the sentence 
constructions found within a text. Examples of these indices 
include the number of modifiers per noun phrase and the 

Figure 2. Screenshot of iSTART-ME selection menu 



 

 

incidence of sentences that are agentless and constructed in the 
passive tense.  

Cohesion measures provide information about the type of 
connections that are made between ideas within a text; some 
relevant measures include: incidence of connectives, minimal edit 
distance (MED; indicates the structural similarity of the sentences 
in a text), and content word overlap (for adjacent sentences and all 
sentences). Finally, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used to 
provide information about the semantic similarity of texts. LSA is 
a statistical and mathematical representation of word and text 
meaning that uses a technique called singular value decomposition 
to reduce a large corpus of texts into 300-500 dimensions [30]. 
The resulting dimensions are representative of the co-occurrence 
of words and phrases across a wide range of texts. Coh-Metrix 
provides numerous LSA measures for texts, such as the LSA 
paragraph-to-paragraph measure. This value indicates the 
semantic similarity of the concepts across the paragraphs of a 
given essay without relying on measures of morphological 
similarity.  

2.5 Data Processing 
For the purpose of calculating the linguistic properties of students’ 
self-explanations, their individual, sentence-level self-
explanations were aggregated for each of the texts that they read 
during their training. Therefore, each student had one “aggregated 
self-explanation” for each text that was read during iSTART 
training. As an illustration, for a target text with p paragraphs and 
n target sentences, the resulting aggregated self-explanation file 
would contain p paragraphs and n self-explanations corresponding 
to the relative position of the target sentence (see Figure 3 for 
visualization of this aggregation). This aggregation method has 
been discussed in more detail in previous research [18].  

 
Figure 3. Visual of self-explanation aggregation 

Linguistic indices were then calculated for each of these 
aggregated self-explanation files using Coh-Metrix. For each of 
the student users, this Coh-Metrix output was averaged across all 
of the texts in the system, which resulted in an average score for 
each of the linguistic measures. These average linguistic scores 
provide information about students’ aggregated self-explanations 
at multiple linguistic levels (e.g., word-level, sentence-level, and 
passage-level information).   

2.6 Statistical Analyses 
Statistical analyses were conducted to investigate the role of 
linguistic text properties in assessing and modeling students’ 

reading comprehension scores. Pearson correlations were first 
calculated between students’ scores on a reading comprehension 
measure and the properties of their aggregated self-explanations. 
Indices that demonstrated a significant correlation with reading 
comprehension scores (p < .05) were retained in the analysis. 
Multicollinearity of these variables was then assessed among the 
indices (r > .90) – in the case that indices demonstrated 
multicollinearity, the index that correlated most strongly with 
reading comprehension scores was retained in the analysis. All 
remaining indices were finally checked to ensure that they were 
normally distributed. A stepwise regression analysis was then 
conducted to assess which of these linguistic properties were most 
predictive of reading comprehension abilities. For this regression 
analysis, a training and test set approach was used (67% for the 
training set and 33% for the test set) in order to validate the 
analyses and ensure that the results could be generalized to a new 
data set. Finally, a hierarchical regression analysis was conducted 
to determine whether the linguistic properties of the aggregated 
self-explanations accounted for additional variance over and 
above variance accounted for by performance as reflected by the 
iSTART algorithm score provided in the iSTART system [31].  

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Reading Comprehension Analysis 
Pearson correlations were calculated between the Coh-Metrix 
linguistic indices and students’ Gates-MacGinitie reading 
comprehension scores to examine the strength of the relationships 
among these variables. This correlation analysis revealed that 
there were 29 linguistic measures that demonstrated a significant 
relation with reading comprehension scores. However, 5 variables 
were removed due to strong multicollinearity with each other. The 
24 remaining variables are included in Table 1 (see McNamara et 
al., 2014, for explanations of each variable) [38]. 

We calculated a stepwise regression analysis with these 24 Coh-
Metrix indices as the predictors of students’ reading 
comprehension scores for the 90 students in the training set. This 
regression yielded a significant model, F(3, 86) = 17.624, p < 
.001, r = .617, R2 = .381. Three variables were significant 
predictors in the regression analysis and combined to account for 
38% of the variance in students’ comprehension scores: lexical 
diversity [β =.38, t(3, 86)=4.179, p < .001], LSA paragraph-to-
paragraph [β =.32, t(3, 86)=3.519, p = .001], and average sentence 
length [β =-.22, t(3, 86)=-2.532, p = .013]. The regression model 
for the training set is presented in Table 2. The test set yielded r = 
.519, R2 = .269, accounting for 27% of the variance in 
comprehension scores (see Table 2 for an overview of the 
regression analysis).  

The results of this regression analysis indicate that the students 
with higher comprehension scores produced self-explanations that 
had more diverse word choices and shorter sentences. Despite 
using more diverse words, however, the skilled comprehenders’ 
self-explanations contained a greater degree of semantic similarity 
than did those generated by less skilled comprehenders. Thus, 
these students may have been establishing relationships amongst 
the text concepts at a semantic level, rather than by simply 
repeating the same words and information. 

 



 

 

Table 1. Correlations between Gates-MacGinitie reading 
comprehension scores and Coh-Metrix linguistic scores 

Coh-Metrix variable r p 

LSA paragraph-to-paragraph .456 <.001 
Lexical diversity .452 <.001 
Number of sentences .445 <.001 
LSA given/new -.437 <.001 
MED (all words) .419 <.001 
LSA (all sentences) .362 <.001 
Hypernymy (nouns) .359 <.001 
Number of words .357 <.001 

LSA adjacent sentences (standard 
deviation) .362 <.001 
Frequency of content words .324 <.001 
Temporal connectives .314 <.001 
Age of acquisition of words .294 <.01 
Average sentence length -.261 <.01 
Verb overlap (WordNet) .258 <.01 
Aspect repetition score .247 <.01 
Intentional ratio -.246 <.01 
Causal verbs .243 <.01 
Causal ratio -.221 <.01 
Second person pronouns -.214 <.05 
Third person pronouns .199 <.05 
Intentional events .194 <.05 

LSA paragraph-to-paragraph (standard 
deviation) -.190 <.05 
Verb overlap (LSA) .187 <.05 
Agentless passive constructions .185 <.05 

 
   

Table 2. Coh-Metrix regression analysis predicting Gates-
MacGinitie reading comprehension scores 

Entry Variable added R2 Δ R2 
Entry 1 Lexical diversity .254 .254 
Entry 2 LSA paragraph-to-paragraph .319 .081 
Entry 3 Average sentence length .381 .046 

 

3.2 Comparison to Current Student Model 
Our second analysis specifically tested the ability of the linguistic 
indices to predict students’ Gates-MacGinitie comprehension 
scores over and above the scores provided by the current iSTART 
self-explanation algorithm. To address this question, we 
calculated a hierarchical multiple regression analysis to predict 
students’ Gates-MacGinitie reading comprehension scores. 
Training scores (i.e., students’ average self-explanation scores as 
assessed by the current iSTART algorithm) were entered into 
block 1 of the model, with the second block containing the three 
linguistic indices that were retained in the regression analysis 

above (lexical diversity, LSA paragraph-to-paragraph, and 
average sentence length).  
 
Table 3. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis for linguistic 
variables predicting students’ reading comprehension ability 

Variable      B    SE B       β ΔR2 
Model 1    .32** 
   Training Scores 12.40 1.61 .57**  
Model 2    .12** 
   Training Scores  8.66 1.78 .40**  
   Lexical Diversity .16 .05 .23**  
   LSA paragraph-to-     
paragraph 

12.99 7.911 .14  

   Average sentence 
length 

-.14 .05 -.19**  

** p < .01 
 
The results of the hierarchical multiple regression analysis are 
presented in Table 3. Model 1 serves as a confirmation that the 
current iSTART algorithm is effective, as it significantly 
contributes to a model of students’ reading comprehension ability 
and accounts for 33% of the variance. Model 2 provides a 
confirmation of our research hypothesis – namely, that the 
linguistic indices accounted for unique variance in reading 
comprehension scores over the current iSTART algorithm. 
Therefore, by analyzing the linguistic characteristics of students’ 
self-explanations at multiple levels (i.e., at the word, sentence, and 
passage levels), we were able to improve the accuracy of the 
current iSTART student model.  

4. DISCUSSION 
Recent research suggests that intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) 
are highly effective at producing learning gains among students – 
frequently performing as well as human tutors in the same domain 
[26]. One of the major difficulties that ITS developers still face, 
however, is the ability to process and respond to students’ natural 
language input for the purpose of providing more adaptive 
learning experiences. Recently, developers of ITSs have begun to 
utilize NLP techniques to improve the adaptability of their 
systems [3-5]. While such NLP-based algorithms tend to be 
accurate and reliable at measuring performance on individual 
items, they have yet to inform more general models of student 
abilities.  

In the current study, we used NLP techniques to develop stealth 
assessments of students’ reading comprehension abilities. 
Specifically, an automated text analysis tool was used to analyze 
students’ aggregated self-explanations of texts. This tool (Coh-
Metrix) provided linguistic information about the self-
explanations at multiple levels of the text. Importantly, the data 
calculated by this tool was able to significantly predict students’ 
reading comprehension skills as assessed by the Gates-MacGinitie 
prior to training. Thus, by investigating students’ self-
explanations at the aggregate level, we are able to improve our 
current model of comprehension ability.  

The Coh-Metrix correlation analysis revealed that a number of 
linguistic properties of students’ self-explanations were related to 
their comprehension scores. Specifically, better readers’ self-
explanations were characterized by greater cohesion, shorter 
sentences, more connectives, greater lexical diversity, and more 
sophisticated vocabulary. Regression analyses revealed that 
lexical diversity, semantic cohesion (LSA paragraph-to-
paragraph), and sentence length provided the most predictive 



 

 

power in the model, accounting for 38% of the variance in 
students’ reading comprehension scores. Hence, better readers 
tended to use a greater diversity of words and shorter sentences, 
possibly because they have more sophisticated vocabulary and 
were more likely to use punctuation within their explanations. 
Additionally, they maintained the topic more cohesively across 
their individual self-explanations of texts, as reflected by the LSA 
scores.  

Importantly, the follow-up hierarchical regression analysis 
revealed that students’ reading comprehension scores were 
positively related to both their training scores (current iSTART 
algorithm) and the linguistic indices of their aggregated self-
explanations.  The training scores accounted for a significant 
amount of variance in students’ reading comprehension scores. 
This finding provides confirmation that the current iSTART 
algorithm is accurate and can contribute to a model of students’ 
comprehension skills. Additionally, however, the results show that 
12% of the unique variance in reading comprehension scores 
could be accounted for by three of the linguistic indices provided 
by Coh-Metrix. These findings suggest that there are passage-
level linguistic properties of self-explanations that are important 
for modeling students’ comprehension over and above quality 
information at only the sentence level. Thus, students’ reading 
comprehension skills are better modeled when both the quality 
and the properties of their self-explanations are taken into 
consideration. 

The results from the current study suggest that NLP measures can 
be used to provide stealth assessments of student abilities. When 
taken together, four of the Coh-Metrix variables accounted for 
almost half of students’ reading comprehension ability. These 
findings are critical, as they indicate that students’ skills can 
manifest in the ways in which they explain certain concepts within 
texts. Thus, linguistic analyses of self-explanations (and any user 
input) can provide information about students’ processes as they 
engage in text comprehension. In this study, we only analyzed 
pretest reading comprehension skills; however, in the future, these 
methods could be applied to a model multiple student skills at 
different time points throughout training.  

This study extends previous work, which showed that analyzing 
natural language input at both fine-grain and global sizes provided 
differential contributions to models of students’ abilities [18]. The 
analyses presented here take this previous study a step further by 
using a multitude of fine-grained linguistic and semantic measures 
to develop an algorithm that can model approximately half of the 
variance in students’ reading comprehension scores prior to 
iSTART training. Clearly, more work remains to extend these 
findings, namely in augmenting the feedback algorithm to 
consider students’ prior abilities. Nonetheless, these analyses take 
a strong step towards increasing the adaptability and personalized 
instruction within the iSTART system. More broadly, the results 
presented here have implications for other ITSs (especially those 
in ill-defined domains). In particular, our results suggest that 
researchers and developers should place a greater emphasis on the 
use of NLP as a means to develop stealth assessments of students’ 
abilities. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the current study utilized two NLP tools to 
investigate the potential of NLP techniques to inform stealth 
assessments of students’ reading comprehension skills. 
Ultimately, such a measure is expected to enhance our student 
models within iSTART. Overall, the current study suggests that 

natural language processing techniques can be used to help 
educators and researchers development stealth assessments and 
student models within ITSs [39]. These models can then be used 
to increase the personalization and efficiency of the training these 
students receive.   
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